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A SUBTITLING ANALYSIS OF THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN (2016) MOVIE  

Abstrak 

Penelitian ini berfokus pada strategi penerjemahan yang digunakan dalam film dan 

kualitas penerjemahan dari film The Girl on the Train (2016). Penelitian ini adalah 

penelitian deskriptif kualitatif. Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah: (1) untuk 

menggambarkan strategi penerjemahan yang digunakan dalam film The Girl on the 

Train (2016) dan (2) untuk menggambarkan kualitas penerjemahan yang digunakan 

dalam film The Girl on the Train (2016).Data dari penelitian ini adalah ungkapan-

ungkapan yang mengandung strategi penerjemahan dan kualitas penerjemahan. 

Sumber data dari penelitian ini adalah terjemahan film The Girl on the Train (2016). 

Hasil penelitian ini menunjukan bahwa ada 929 data. Peneliti menemukan delapan 

strategi: (1)213 data untuk parafrase, (2) 51 data untuk imitasi, (3)58 untuk 

condensasi, (4) 18 data untukdesimasi, (5)58 data untuk penghapusan, (6) 527 data 

untuk transfer, (7)4 data untuk expansi, (8) 1 datum untuk pengunduran. Ada tiga 

aspekkualitas yang baik yang terjemahan harus penuhi: keakuratan, keberterimaan, 

dan keterbacaan: (1) 672 dataatau 73.3 % akurat, (2) 232 data atau 25.0 % kurang 

akurat, (3) 1 data atau 0.1 % tidak akurat, (4) 780 data atau 83.9% berterima, (5) 148 

data atau 15.9% kurang berterima, (6) 2 data atau 0.2 % tidak berterima, (7) 929 data 

atau100 % tingkat keterbacaan tinggi. 

 

Kata kunci: film, strategi terjemahan, kualitas terjemahan 

Abstract 

This research focuses on subtitling strategy used by the subtitler and subtitling 

quality of The Girl on the Train (2016). This research is descriptive qualitative 

research. The purposes of this research are: (1) to describe the subtitling strategies 

used by the subtitler of The Girl on the Train (2016)movie by Tate Taylo and (2) to 

describe the subtitling quality of The Girl on the Train (2016) movie by Tate Taylor. 

The data are utterances containing subtitling strategies and subtitling quality 

collected from the data source. The data source is the subtitle of The Girl on the 

Train (2016)movie by Tate Taylor. The result of this research showed that there are 

929 data. The researcher finds eight strategies,as follow: (1)213 data to paraphrase, 

(2) 51 data to imitation, (3) 58 to condensation, (4) 18 data to decimation, (5) 58 

datato deletion, (6) 527 data to transfer, (7) 4 data to expansion, (8) 1 datum to 

resignation. There are three subtitling qualities that should be fulfilled: 

accuracy,acceptability, dan readability: (1) 672 data or 73.3 % accurate, (2) 232 data 

or 25.0 % less accurate, (3) 1 data or 0.1 % innaccurate, (4) 780 data or 83.9% 

acceptable, (5) 148 data to 15.9% less acceptable, (6) 2 data or 0.2 % unnacceptable, 

(7) 929 data or100 % readable. 

 

Keywords: movie, subtitling strategy, subtitling quality 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Translation is a change from one language to another languge. According 

to Newmark (1988) translation is the changing of a text from the source 

language into target language based on what the author wants to deliver to the 

audience (p.5). The changing, of course, must follow the rules and term. The 

message must be delivered accurately without adding or decreasing words 

which has no relation to the translation. 

Translation itself, has two branches. These are dubbing and subtitling. 

Subtitling is a written translation text form. Meanwhile, dubbing is a 

translation in audio form.Gambier (1994) defines subtitling as transferring the 

meaning from one language to another language both in written or spoken text 

language (p.22). It is also the combination of interpretation from verbal speech 

and symbol or other semiotic system. 

In this research, the researcher chooses movie as the data sources. The 

Girl on the Train (2016) is a mystery thriller drama movie directed by Tate 

Taylor and written by Errin Cressida Wilson based on Paula Hawkin’s novel of 

the same title in 2015. The movie was released on October 7,2016 in United 

State. The researcher chooses this movie because there are many utterances 

that can be analyzed by using Gottlieb (1992) theory. 

Here are some examples of the subtitling strategy based on the The Girl on the 

Train (2016) movie: 

Sample Data 1:  

Source Language :Today her name is “Jess”, tomorrow it  could be 

“Lisa” or “Amber”.   

Target Language   :Hari ini namanya “Jess”, besok mungkin    “Lisa” 

atau “Amber”. 

 

From the data above the subtitler uses imitation strategy to translate from 

“Today her name is “Jess”, tomorrow it  could be “Lisa” or “Amber” into 

“Hari ini namanya “Jess”, besok mungkin “Lisa” atau “Amber” “. Imitation 

is a strategy which is re-writing the word from the original text. In the sentence 

above, the word “Jess, Lisa, Amber” is a name of person, so the subtitler does 

not need to change the Source Language into Target Language. 
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Sample Data 2: 

Source Language :Oh, safe shelter.. 

Target Language :Oh, Benteng rahasia.. 

 

The subtitler uses paraphrase to translate “Oh, safe shelter..” into “Oh, 

Benteng rahasia”. Paraphrase strategy is used by the subtitler to make the 

audience understand what messages are trying to convey by changing the 

difficult words into simple words which can be more easily understood by the 

audience without changing the meaning itself.  

There are many ways to analyse subtitling strategy. Gottlieb (1992, 

pp.160-171), has devised 10 subtitling strategies as follows: 1) Expansion is 

used when the original requires an explanation because of some cultural 

nuance not retrievable in the target language. 2) Paraphrase is resorted to in 

cases where the phraseology of the original cannot be reconstructed in the same 

syntactic way in the target language. 3) Transfer refers to the strategy of 

translating the source text completely and accurately. 4) Imitation maintains 

the same forms, typically with names of people and places. 5) Transcription is 

used in those cases where a term is unusual even in the source text, for example 

the use of a third language or nonsense language. 6) Dislocation is adopted 

when the original employs some sort of special effect, e.g. a silly song in a 

cartoon film, where the translation of the sentence above, the word “Jess, Lisa, 

Amber” is a name of person, so the subtitler does not need to change the Source 

Language into Target Language. 

According to Nababan (2003, p.63) there are three aspects of good 

quality that should be fulfilled in translation: accuracy, acceptability, 

readability. Accuracy has something to do with the phrase, clause, sentence, 

technical term and the meaning of word. All of the components above must 

transfer accurately from source language into target language to avoid 

distortion of meaning.  

Acceptability related to the result in target language. The result of 

translation feels natural and the use of word should familiar to the reader. The 

subtitler must also consider whether the translation deviates the rule, norm, 
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grammatical rule, culture  in target langage or not. While readability is a level 

of the ease of  translation. the translation is readable if the utterance can be 

understood easily. 

There have been researchs on the same field such asAn Analysis of of 

Subtitling Strategy used in the Revenant movie conducted by Akbar (UMS, 

2016). He analysed the subtitling strategy using Gottlieb theory and subtitling 

quality on readability aspect only. The similarity between these two research is 

about the data source. The data source are taken from different movie. Both of 

the research using Gottlieb (1992) theory to analyze the subtitling strategy. The 

difference between these two research is located at the focus of subtitling 

quality. The previous research only focus on readability aspect, while this 

research focus on three aspects: accuracy, acceptability, readability based on 

Nababan (2012) theory.  

2.  METHOD  

The type of this research is descriptive qualitative research. The object 

of the study is subtitling strategy and the subtitling quality on The Girl on the 

Train (2016) based on the script by Errin Cressida Wilson. The data of the 

research are all the utterances of The Girl on the Train (2016) movie. In 

collecting the data, the researcher uses documentation, quessionareas a 

technique. The researcher analyzes the data by doing the following steps: (1) 

Selecting the data to analyse, (2) Classifying the utterances from the script 

into subtitling strategy, (3) Finding out the subtitling quality. The informant 

of accuracy is Dr. Dwi Haryanti, M.Hum. The informant of aceptability is 

Yunus Sulistyono, S.S, M.A. The informant of readability is Sonia Fitri 

Astuti. (4) Drawing the conclusion. 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

a. The Subtitling Strategy Used in the Subtitling of The Girl on the Train 

(2016) Movie. 

This research focuses on the subtitling strategy used in The Girl on 

the Train (2016) Movie. The researcher analyses the subtitling strategy 

using Gottlieb (1992) theory. There are paraphrase, expansion, transfer, 
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imitation, transcription, dislocation, condensation, decimation, deletion, 

resignation. 

1) Paraphrase 

Paraphrase is translating by adding some additional words 

which supports the translation. The additional word used when the 

translator could not find appropriate word from source language to the 

target language. In some cases, the result of paraphrase may be longer 

than source language, because the translator used simple word to 

translate in order the translation can be understood. The result of 

translation also depends on the knowledge of the translator.  

018/SLTGOTT/TLTGOTT/PRP 

Source Language : She’s what I lost. 

Target Language : Wanita itu memiliki kekuranganku.  

2) Imitation 

Imitation is identical translation based on what is written in 

source language. The translator does not need to change the word 

from source language into target language. Imitation strategy deals 

with the name of person/thing, addresses, place and many other which 

is not requires translating or changing into target language.  

152/SLTGOTT/TGOTT/IMT 

Source Language  : Facebook and drunk ex-wives do not make 

good friends.  

Target Language :Facebook dan janda tidak bias menjadi teman 

baik. 

The subtitler used imitation strategy. The word Facebook is a 

name of social media on the internet which will build a different 

meaning if it translated into target language. So, Facebook is still 

added into target language.  

3) Condensation 

       Condensation is shortening the unimportant word or phrase 

which no longer needed in the sentence without affecting the meaning. 

Condensation is used when the target language is too long to be 

displayed and also affecting the duration of the movie. 
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254/SLTGOTT/TLTGOTT/CDS 

Source Language  : It doesn’t fucking matter where they go, okay? 

Target Languge : Tidak masalah akan ditaruh dimana.  

 

        From the subtitling above, the subtitler translated It doesn’t 

fucking matter where they go, okay? Into tidak masalah mau ditaruh 

di mana.The subtitler cutting the word it, fucking because it does not 

affect the other word. The subtitler also translated it as a confirmation 

because there was a word okay in the last utterance which indicated a 

confirmation even though there was a question mark in the utterance. 

In the second utterance, the word so is not also translated. 

4) Decimation  

   Decimation is the extreme way of condensation. It is called 

extreme because the lenght of speech of the character in scene affects 

the translation.  

205/SLTGOTT/TLTGOTT/DCM 

Source Language  : Just jerk it back.  

Target Language  : Ku banting terus. 

 

In the datum abve, the subtitler used decimation strategy. If the 

subtitle was translated literally the result would not be like on the 

target language above. The subtitler changes the translationby adding 

a subject on the target language even though there was no subject on 

the source language. The source language is in imperative form, but 

the subtitler changed it into declarative form which is shorter from the 

source language.  

5) Deletion  

  Deletion is omitted expression. In deletion strategy, some 

unnecessary words were deleted and were not displayed on the screen. 

It has the similarity with condensation strategy. While in condensation 

strategy, the utterance is condensed but in the deletion there is a word 

in the utterance which will be cut.  

119/SLTGOTT/TLTGOTT/DEL 

Source Language  : Maybe you should go back to work, 

too.  
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Target Language  : Mungkin kau harus kembali bekerja. 

 On the subtitle above, the word too was deleted because it is 

not necessary to be displayed. In addition, the disappearance of too 

does not affecting the meaning/the information.  

6) Transfer 

Transfer is a translation strategy where the whole utterances 

were fully translating without deleting or cutting a word. Transfer was 

using when the utterance has the relevance word to the target 

language.  

020/SLTGOTT/TLTGOTT/TRF 

Source Language  : I imagine she’s a painter. 

Target Language  : Aku membayangkan dia seorang pelukis 

The subtitler used transfer strategy. The utterance was fully 

translating without omitting the word because the whole utterance can 

be translated/has the same meaning to the target language.  

7) Expansion  

Expansion is expanded expression where the subtitler added a 

word to make the utterance more understandable (to clarify). 

Expansion strategy may build the sentence longer than source 

language.  

021/SLTGOTT/TLTGOTT/EXP 

Source Language  :She’s creative. He is a doctor or an architect.  

Target Language  :Wanita itu kreatif. Suaminya mungkin dokter 

atau arsitek. 

 

  The subtitler used expansion strategy. The word she refers to 

wanitaituand He refers to Suaminya. The subtitler expanded the the 

word to clarify what is actually She and He refer to. Therefore, there is 

no shift message. 

8) Resignation  

Resignation is incomprehensible or untranslatable speech. It 

was used when there is no suitable word of source language into 

target language.  

 255/SLTGOTT/TLTGTT/RSG 
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Source Language  : Do you want them with your hot dogs? Or 

you can put a couple with your quinoa if you 

want? 

Target Language  : Mau ditaruh di dekat hot dog? Atau ditaruh 

di dekat quinoa kalau mau? 

 

The subtitler did not translated hot dog and quinoa into target 

language because they do not have the relevance to the target 

language. The resignation strategy has something to do with the 

culture both of the language. The utterance above is the only datum 

belong to resignation strategy. 

b. Subtitling Quality  

Nababan (2003) said there are three aspects that should be fulfilled 

in translation as follows (1) accuracy, (2) acceptability, and (3) 

readability (p.63).  

1) Accuracy  

Accuracy is a term which is used in evaluating translation to 

decide whether the source language and the target language is 

equivalent or not. The concept of equivalence refers to the similarity 

of both source language and target language.  

Accuracy of the Subtitling 

Table 4.8  

Scale Classification Data Percentage 

3 Accurate 697 74.9% 

2 Less Accurate 222 25.0% 

1 Inaccurate 1 0.1% 

Total 929 100% 
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(a) Accurate Translation 

Accurate translation occurs when the message of source language 

is transferred accurately into target language which includes phrases, 

clauses, and technical terms without distortion meaning.  

072/SLTGOTT/TLTGOTT 

SL : No one could find us.   

TL : Takada yang dapat menemukan kami.  

 

In the subtitle above, the utterance No one could find us was 

translated into Tak ada yang dapat menemukan kami. It was translated 

accurately based on the meaning of target language. The message of 

two utterances translated contextually. 

(b)  Less Accurate Translation 

The meaning of the word was translated accurately which includes 

phrases, clauses, and technical term, but there was eliminated word 

and technical term which was not transferred accurately that built 

interference among the messages.  

150/SLTGOTT/TLTGOTT 

SL : He posted another picture of the baby. 

TL : Tom mengupload foto dengan bayi itu.  

From the subtitle above, the utterance He posted another picture 

of the baby was translated into Tom mengupload foto dengan bayi itu. 

The word another was not translated into target language which made 

the message incompleted. In fact, in the utterance 

039/SLTGOTT/TLTGOTT which was spoken by Cathy to Tom, I 

have seen your first post about you baby. Your baby’s so cute 

indicated that Tom had posted the picture of the baby before. The 

subtitler did not transfer the message accurately which built 

interference in the target language. 

(c) Inaccurate Translation 

Innacurate translation means that the meaning of word, phrases, 

clauses, and technical term from source language was translated 

inaccurately into target language. 
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158/SLTGOTT/TLTGOTT 

SL : Get some sleep. 

TL : Teparlah.  

 

From the subtitle above, the utterance Get some sleep was 

translated into Teparlah. The word tepar is an abbreviation slang 

word in Bahasa Indonesia which stands for Tewas Parsial. It is the 

condition when someone gets tired after working or get ill.The context 

ofthe utterance Get some sleep means that Rachel was askedby the 

man to get sleep or to get rest. Therefore, the message was not 

equivalently or inaccurately translated. 

2) Acceptability  

Acceptability is a term in translation which related to the norm, 

principle, culture and grammatical rule (structure or pattern) on target 

language. The acceptability of the translation of The Girl on the Train 

(2016) can be seen on the following table.  

Acceptability of the Subtitling 

Table 4.9  

Scale Classification Data Percentage 

3 Acceptable 782 83.9% 

2 Less acceptable 147 15.9% 

1 Unacceptable 0 0.0% 

Total 929 100% 

The analysis showed that there are three kinds of acceptability. 

(a) Acceptable Translation 

It happens when the norm, grammatical rule, pattern, structure 

and culture was translated correctly.  

 

220/SLTGOTT/TLTGOTT 

SL : Cathy, I just need a second.  

TL : Cathy, aku hanya butuh waktu sebentar. 
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From the subtitle above, the utterance Cathy, I just need a 

second was translated into Cathy, Aku hanya butuh waktu 

sebentar. It was acceptable based on the target language because 

the utterancefollows the grammatical rule in the target language 

pattern. Such as; (S+P+O). There is no specific word related to 

norm in target language. The utterance above used standard 

spoken in target language. There is also no terminology of culture 

that was used. 

The word Cathy was still translated into Cathy because in the 

target language calling a friend of the same age is allowed and it 

is not deviated. 

(b) Less Acceptable Translation 

The translation was already acceptable, but there is a mistake 

in grammatical rule, pattern, structure, norm and culture. 

088/SLTGOTT/TLTGOTT 

SL :  That he made for mommy, didn’t he?.  

TL : Yang dia buat untuk ibu, iya kan?.  

 

From the subtitle above, the utteranceThat he made for 

mommy, didn’t he? was translated intoYang dia buat untuk ibu, 

iya kan?. The utterrance above has followed the grammatical rule 

in both structure and pattern in target language, but there is a 

word he which was translated into dia. In fact, the word he refers 

to Ayah which proved in the data number 

087/SLTGOTT/TLTGOTT (Daddy cames upstairs with a 

beautiful breakfast). The utterance above is deviates the norm and 

culture in target language because it s not impolite to call a daddy 

using dia. 

(c) Unacceptable Translation  

The subtitle in target languge did not follow the grammatical 

rule, pattern, norm, structure and culture. Therefore, it is difficult 

to understand. The researcher did not find the data belong to 

unacceptable translation.  
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3) Readability  

According to Nababan (2012) readability refers to the level of ease 

of the translation result (p.12). A reader has a role as a subject who 

judge the text whether it is readable or unreadable. In addition, 

Richard et al in Nababan (2003) also states that the level of readability 

is determined by some factors, i.e. (1) the average length of sentence, 

(2) total of new word, (3) complexity of the language used, (4) the use 

of complex sentence, (5) the illogically sequence of mind (p.11). The 

readability of the subtitle of The Girl on the Train (2016) can be seen 

in the following table: 

Readability of the Subtitling 

Table 4.10 

Scale Classification Data Percentage 

3 High readability level 929 100% 

2 Less readability level 0 0% 

1 Low readability level 0 0% 

Total 929 100% 

 

(a) High Readability Level  

High readability level occurs when words, clauses, phrases, 

and sentences of the subtitle are easily understood by the reader.  

086/SLTGOTT/SLTGOTT 

SL : Happy Birthday, Anna. 

TL : Selama tulang tahun, Anna.  

From the subtitle above, the utterance Happy Birthday, 

Anna was translated into Selamat ulang tahun, Anna. It used 

clause that can be be read easily into target language and 

understood easily.  
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4. CONCLUSION 

Having analysed 929 data on The Girl on the Train (2016) movie, the 

researcher can draw the following conclusion:  

a. The subtitling strategies which are used in the The Girl on the Train 

(2016) movie are 8 of 10 subtitling strategy, i.e.transfer 56.7%, paraphrase 

22.9%, imitation 5.5%, expansion 0.4%, deletion 6.2%, decimation 1.9%, 

condensation 6.2%,  resignation 0.1%. The most dominant strategy which 

is used by the subtitler is transfer in which the researcher translated it 

accurately into the target language. 

b. In regard to the accuracy of the subtitling, from 929 data, 697 or 74.9% 

belong to accurate translation, and 222 data or 25.0% belong to less 

accurate translation, 1 data or 0.1% belong to inaccurate translation. 

Besides, concerning the acceptability aspect, 780 data or 83.9% belong to 

acceptable translation, 148 data or 15.9% belong to less acceptable 

translation, 2 data or 0.2% belong to unacceptable translation. Moreover, 

the readability aspect of the subtitle of The Girl on the Train (2016) movie 

shows that all of the data belong to high readability level. 
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